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37: From Page to Stage to 
Screen.  
A Multimedia Approach to Macbeth 
with Year 5  
Simon Collis describes an approach to 
Macbeth through comic books and film which 
culminated in a whole class performance of 
the play 

This article was published in the first edition 
of Teaching English in 2013, and is available 
online to members of NATE, along with the 
entire archive of NATE magazines. 

 
Walking into the Year 5 classrooms at our school, you may have seen children involved in a 
murderous plot, with many giving in to feelings of jealousy, guilt and madness. It’s not a playground 
game gone awry: these students have been immersing themselves in a multimedia version of 
Shakespeare’s Macbeth. 

In a school concentrating on improving attainment in reading, studying Shakespeare may seem an 
incongruous choice.  Shakespeare, however, uses a playfulness of language that offers many 
teaching opportunities for the modelling and assessment of comprehension – and the plot and 
themes are engrossing, and recognisable from modern-day soaps.  Using a multimedia approach 
has also allowed us to support children through the more challenging aspects of the play, building 
their confidence as readers: readers who can conquer Shakespeare!   

 

Establishing the narrative: ‘Imagine a story full of murder, jealousy, guilt and betrayal...’   

By first focusing on the themes of Macbeth and linking the play to similar plots in East Enders or 
Emmerdale, my colleague and I could concentrate on what Macbeth was about, placing the play 
within a familiar context.  Shakespeare Stories (Andrew Matthews, Orchard Books, 2001) offered 
the children an accessible overview of the plot and characters.  We used a storyboarding exercise 
with the children, to reinforce the key strands of the narrative.  This also allowed them to re-
interpret the story, imagining what Macbeth or Glamis Castle might look like.  The children were 
filled with excitement for studying the play in more depth and, with careful modelling, they were 
already starting to make links with the story and the themes we had identified as a class. 

We then presented the children with Classical Comic’s Macbeth Interactive Motion Comic. 
(www.classsicalcomics.com). The three different versions of the text (‘original’ text, ‘plain’ text and 
‘quick’ text) meant that we could adjust the difficulty of the language, based on the complexity of 
the scene and topics discussed.  The first witches’ scene was therefore best watched in the 
‘original’ version.  But in Act 1 Scene 5, when Lady Macbeth commits herself to King Duncan’s 
murder in the darkest terms, a ‘quick’ version was more appropriate.  The class really enjoyed the 
moving comic illustrations and the action reinforced the story, making it easier for everyone to 
follow and understand. 
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The comic also provided a new medium to model inferential skills and demonstrate reading 
comprehension.  Some of our lower ability readers, boys especially, are able to decode, yet show 
poor comprehension and understanding of what they are reading.  The comic, with its visual 
support, meant that teaching could focus on: understanding unfamiliar words (enhancing 
vocabulary); remembering the different plot-lines and character motivations (improving working 
memory); and making evidence-based predictions (inferential skills) – the necessary pre-requisites 
for effective comprehension.  The children could then practise these skills independently during 
guided reading time, resulting in many making accelerated progress in reading this year.  This 
included one child who had not made any progress in reading in KS2 up to that point.  He 
subsequently advanced two sub-levels in independent assessments.  Our multimedia approach 
had a positive effect because it gave him different ways to engage with the text.     

The dark world into which the children were slowly being absorbed provided us with a context for 
literacy lessons: writing letters of advice to Lady Macbeth; newspapers to declaim the death of 
Duncan; instructions for a witch’s broth (in which teachers featured regularly, turning into all 
manner of things!) and rewriting part of the story in a different genre.  Through these tasks, the 
children were given an opportunity to demonstrate their understanding of the text and to take 
control over the story.  Much as actors bring new understandings of the text in their retelling of it, 
my class reframed the play in their own terms through their writing.  When given these tasks, my 
colleague and I found that the children were more engaged and emotionally invested in what they 
were writing – they enjoyed writing for the clear purpose and were proud to demonstrate their 
understanding of Shakespeare.   

This sense of ownership and achievement only increased as we started using our cross-curricular 
topic lessons to teach the children drama skills.  We chose four key skills: clear delivery of lines, 
varying tone to show meaning, using facial expressions to show mood, and facing the audience 
when speaking.  This relied on a firm understanding of each scene and how it fits into the play as a 
whole.  To model these skills, we used the comic and the 1978 RSC film of the play (director Philip 
Casson).  As this was originally a stage production, the staging was stark and the props minimal, 
with a focus on the movement and vocal skills that we wanted to encourage in the children.  The 
original language was not a barrier in this case, as the children were familiar with what should 
happen and so concentrated on how the actors were portraying this on stage. 

 
From page to stage: ‘Is this a dagger I – what’s my line again?’ 

The success of the drama lessons and the enthusiasm of the children meant that my colleague 
and I decided to assemble the children’s performances into a Year 5 production of Macbeth.  With 
permission from the comic book publishers, we adapted the simplest version of the play.  We 
retained some of the more famous or significant lines from the play to maintain the excitement of 
the original and cut a couple of the more adult scenes so that they occurred off-stage (the Porter’s 
soliloquy and the murders of the Macduffs and Banquo particularly).  To help an audience who may 
not be well versed in the play, we added narrators to help the story flow from scene to scene. 
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We decided that for each scene we would use a different actor.  This allowed us to provide 
everyone with a role to play and allowed more children to play a main part, including those who are 
less confident at reading or drama.  We used t-shirts with character names to signpost to the 
parents which parts children were playing and provided a programme with a précis of each scene.  
The children could therefore concentrate on their scene, on how their scene fitted into the play as a 
whole, how their character was feeling and how they needed to move and speak to the audience.  
The major difficulty with this approach was the increased organisational burden: more children to 
move on and off stage, as well as some last minute replacements for children who were ill.  
Nevertheless, using the whole year group as the cast created a buzz of excitement and sense of 
equality amongst the children: there was little discussion about who had more or fewer lines.   

After studying the play for half a term, we needed something to prevent the children from getting 
bored.  We used a drama workshop, where they learnt how to project their voices and use their 
bodies to show what their character was feeling.  The day was really successful because the 
drama professional was reinforcing a lot of what we had been asking the children to do.  The 
children’s favourite part of the day was the combat workshop, where the children learnt some basic 
hand-to-hand combat moves.  They really enjoyed learning how to strangle each other, pull their 
opponent’s hair and stamp on their foot.  The teachers were also very glad when they took the 
instructor’s safety talk seriously and did not practise on one another in the following weeks! 

In our staff team we were lucky enough to have a budding artist, who was kind enough to produce 
some excellent backdrops.  The children really enjoyed sneaking into the art room to look on their 
progress, as did the teachers!  She also created a drawing of Shakespeare, complete with cheeky 
grin, which emblazoned our t-shirts.  We were able to give these to the children after the 
performances as a memento.  Our artist also created some brilliant props, all of which helped the 
children to visualise the play more vividly. 

 

A Shakespearean achievement: ‘Sir!  Are there lots of people?  Is my dad out there?’ 

The performances themselves sneaked up on us: it felt that just as the props were finished, 
programmes photocopied and parental permission forms finalised, they were upon us.  This is 
perhaps a familiar feeling to drama specialists or perennial school play directors, but was a new 
experience for me!  The waiting children were safely ensconced away from the school hall and 
groups of children were brought forward ready to perform.  

The children did an excellent job and were filled with the pride and confidence that getting on stage 
brings.  It also gave them the experience of working hard to achieve an objective, to practise in 
order to make a project better.  These feelings were also reflected in the smiles and 
congratulations of parents.  Many throughout the term commented on how their children had 
devoted themselves to learning their lines or had been explaining the different meanings behind 
the play.  Interestingly, parents also described their dread when our topic was announced, and 
disbelief that their child could tackle such difficult and uncompromising content. 

Hopefully, using a Shakespeare play will prepare them for the more in-depth literature studies that 
take place in secondary school.  They learnt that texts can be interpreted in different ways through 
the use of different media, which led to a discussion about how personal opinions can be different 
and valid as long as they are supported by evidence from the text.  Using Macbeth in this way, in 
conjunction with other shared books, has improved their comprehension and inferential skills.  
Finally, with luck, it will mean that when the children encounter Shakespeare again they will be 
more open and enthusiastic than they may have been otherwise.  

 

Simon Collis teaches at Emmaus Primary School in Sheffield, and this project took place at 
Concord Junior School, Sheffield 


